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Editor’s foreword 

 

In contemporary sociocultural anthropology and linguistics there are certain unpleasant trends 

that seriously disturb progress in these spheres.  

The most serious problem is that there is actually no serious discourse about methodology, i.e.: 

in universities they mostly don’t teach students to think and to analyze but just teach a set of 

dogmas. And public usually considers as specialists not those who can analyze and prove 

something with logic, but those who have learned a set of dogmas well.  

One probably can object that there are more than enough philosophical discourses about 

principles of sciences, but I seriously doubt that speculative philosophical discourses are helpful. 

There are too many speculative and very global discourses about very general principles of 

science from the point of view of certain metaphysical ideas, and there are few discourses from 

the point of view of concrete local tasks of anthropology. 

When some problem is discussed in most cases arguments are based on “professor thinks so” 

and “artist sees so” principles; still there are almost no standard procedures of proving. Due to 

this fact many problems still are ‘unsolved’, i.e.: they remain ‘unsolved’ not due to the absence 

of proves but due to the fact that standard procedures of prove haven’t been well elaborated yet. 

Also there are always some points that never can be objects of doubt and analysis; it obviously 

has little connection with true science as far as any true science always supposes that any 

statement, any principle can be object of doubt.  

There are some ‘great traditions’ / ‘school of thoughts’ that determine what is considered as 

logical and what isn’t; sometimes things that are considered as logical from the point of view of 

certain traditions aren’t logical in reality, but discourse about the fact that certain conclusions 

are determined by mythology of certain tradition are not welcomed.   

If sociocultural anthropology is going to become a true science it should gradually free itself 

from influence of any ‘great traditions’, i.e.: first of all should be recognized the fact that 

sometimes (often) conclusions are determined by mythology of certain particular school of 

thoughts. Analysis and critics of anthropological mythologies would be an important step 

toward elaboration of truly impartial procedures of proving.   


